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Abstract

Poor performing mutual fiutds are less likely to be observed in the data sets
that are typically provicíed by data providers. This so-called survivor problem
can induce a substantial bias in rneasures of the performance of the funds and
the persistence of this performance. Many studies have recently argued that
strrvivorship bias can be avoided by analyzing a sample that contains returns
on each fund up to t.he period of disappearance using standard techrriques.
SuCh dat.a sets are t~sually referred to as 'survivorship free'. Iu this paper we
show that the use of standard methods of analysis on a'survivorship frc~'
data-set typically still suffers from a bias and we show how one can easily
correct. for this tlsing weights based on probit regressions.

Using a sample with quarterly returns on U.S. based equity funds, we first
of all model how survival probabilities depend upon historical returns, the
age of the fund and upon aggregate economy-wide shocks. Subsequently we
employ a Monte Carlo study to analyze the size and shape of the survivor-
ship bias in various performance meastrres that arise when a'srrrvivorship
free database' is used with standard techniques. In particular, we show that
survivorship bias induces a sptrrious U-shape pattern in performance per-
sistence. Finally, we show how a weighting procedtrre based upon probit
regressions can be used to correct for the bias. In this way, we obtain bias-
corrected estimates of abnormal performance relative to a one-factor and the
Carhart [1997a] fotrr-factor model, as well as its persistence. Our results are
in accordance with the persistence pattern found by Carhart [1997a], and
do not support the existence of a hot hand phenomenon in mutual fund
perforTtrance.



1 Introduction

Many empirical studies in finance potentially suffer from survivorship bias.
This point has recently been stressed by e.g. Brown, Goetzmann and Ross
[1995] and Carhart [1997b]. In this paper we focus on the impact of survivor-
ship bias in measuring mutual fund performance. Poor performing mutual
funds are less likely to be observed in the data sets that aze typically available.
This so-called survivor problem can induce a substantial bias in measures of
the performance of the funds and the persistence of this performance. Many
studies (see, e.g. Grinblatt and Titman [1989], Brown and Gcetzmann [1995],
Malkiel [1995] and Wermers [1997]) have recently argued that survivorship
bias can be avoided by using standard techniques on a sample that contains
returns on each fund up to the period of disappearance. Such data-sets are
usually referred to as 'survivorship free'. As stressed by Cazhart [1997b],
the analysis of a'survivorship free' database with standard tPChninua5 will
in general still yield biased estimates of performance measures, because poor
performing funds are underrepresented. Cazhart [1997b] refers to this bias as
a'look ahead bias'. In this paper we analyze the relative size of these biases
for U.S. based equity funds and show how these biases can be eliminated
using appropriate correction methods.

Empirical studies by Brown and Goetzmann [1995], and Elton, Gruber
and Blake [1996] indicate, as may be expected, that a bad record of returns
is one of the main reasons for fund disappearance. If this is the case, a simple
analysis of average returns for a sample of mutual funds still in existence at
the end of the sample period tends to be upward biased due to the relative
absence of low returns. Because of cross-sectional variation in expected re-
turns, this bias does not necessazily disappear in a survivorship free sample.
It is sometimes claimed (Grinblatt and Titman [1989], Blake, Elton and Gru-
ber [1993]) that the effect of survivorship bias on average returns is between
O.lPlo and 0.4P1o per year, although the implicit underlying assumptions on
the survival process are not clear. For alternative and more sophisticated
measures of performance, and its persistence, survivorship can lead to a wide
range of spurious empirical regularities, the form of which will depend upon
the survival process (see, e.g. Brown et al. [1992], Brown, Goetzmann and
Ross (1995] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997]).

In this paper we empirically study the performance of U.S. based open-
end mutual funds for the period 1989-1995, explicitly taking into account the
problem of survivorship bias. Following the micro-economics literature on
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sample selection (starting with Heckman [1976, 1979J), we mode] the process
that determines attrition from the sample, and subseyuerrtly analyze it juiutly
with (the underlying model of) performance evaluation. As a consequencc~.
the goal of this paper is t.hreefold. First, we determine the factors that affect
a fund's probability to close or merge and leave the sample. The longitudinal
probit model that we propose extends the model in Brown and Goetzmauu
[1995] by allowing for aggregate macro-economic shocks. Second, we vralyze
the effects of this survival process on a range of performance measures t~sing
a Monte Carlo experiment and, third, we show how one can correct for these
survivorship biases and apply this to the sample of equity funds. Our resulta
show that historical returns are an important determinant for fund survival,
that survivorship bias in performance measurement can be substantitil, anci
that knowledge of the strrvival process enables fairly simple corrections for
survivorship biases. Using Cazhart's [1997a] four-factor model for ev.aluating
mutual fund performance, we find a persistence pattern that is similar to the
one reported in Carhart [1997a], although the latter may be subject to bias.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A stylized example
in Section 2 illustrates the potential problem of survivorship bias in per-
formance measurement using a survivorship free as well as a survivors-onl,y
sample of mutual funds. In Section 3 we describe the sample of U.S. based
mutual funds that we employ. We show that the total number of funds that
leaves the sample is substantial and their average return is substantially Icss
than for strrviving funds. This indicates the potential for strrvivorship bias
and the need to correct for it. In Section 4 we model survival probabilities
and examine factors that determine fund disappeazance. We also anal,yze
whether funds with different investment. objectives, such as growth stocks
or foreign stocks, have different probabilities of survival. A Monte Carlo
study, present.ed in Section 5, shows t.he effect of survivorship bias on var-
ious methods analyzing mutual fund performance. The empirical survival
process, in which historical returns over at most three yeazs play a role, in-
duces a spurious pattern of performance persist.ence that is U-shaped, rather
than J-shaped as in Hendricks, Patel and Zeclchauser [1997]. In Section 6
we show how the survival model can be used to construct weights that can
be applied to correct for survivorship biases. The empirical implementation
of this approach is presented in Section 7, where we examine persistence in
the performance of U.S. open-end equity funds over the period 1989-1994,
using a simple one-factor mode] a.nd Carhart [1997a]'s four-factor model. By
and lazge, otrr results support the findings of Carhart [1997a] and do rrot
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indicate the existence of a hot hands phenomenon in mutual fund perfor-
mance. Section 8 summarizes the main results and presents some concluding
remarks.

2 A Stylized Example

In order to show that the use of a survivorship free sample to evaluate mutual
fund performance still yields biased estimates, we will in this section analyze
a simple example that illustrates the causes and sizes of the impact that
survivorship effects can have on performance measures. More explicitly, we
will examine the effect on the average return of a mutual fund or a sample
of funds given that mutual fund survival depends on past returns.

Assume that a population of mutual funds exists, indexed i- 1, .., M. In
two consecutive sample periods, each of them realizes a return r;t - p,H with
probability p;, or r;~ - pL with probability 1- p;, where p; comes from a
cross-sectional distribution with mean p. Consequently, the expected return
on a mutual fund is:

H L
Ir;-P;Y~ f(I-P;)Fr .

In the first sample period each fund is observed, while in the second period
we observe a fund with probability one if it had a return r;~ - p,H in the
previous period and with probability q if it had return r;t -~eL. Indexing
data availability in the second period by y; - 1, we thus have that

{y; -P - l~r;l} - 4 f(I - q) pH -~L (I)

and
P{y; - 1} - P; -F (1 - P;)4. (2)

The standard estimator for the expected return ~e; of fund i from a'survivor-
ship free' database

rn i- y;r;s (3)
Fr; - 1 f- y; ~

(Note that ri2 is missing if y; - 0.) By using the probabilities for each of the
possible outcomes, it is easily verified that this is not an unbiased estimator
for p;. In particulaz, it can be shown that

E{N~;} - p; - ~2P;(I - 4)(1 - Pi)](~L - ~H), (4)
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indicating that (3) underestimates the expected return p;. Consequently, even
a survivorship free sample is not free of survivorship effects in the seiLSe that
the properties of standazd estimators can be affect.ed by the survival process.
The bias increases as the probability of survival q decreases. Not surprisingly.
the bias disappears if pH - p,~, if the survival probability q equals one or if
P;-Oorp;-1.

Conditional upon fund survival in period 2, the expected value of j~, -
2(r;l -~ r;z) is given by

E{~;~y; - 1} - v. - ~P;(1- 4)(1- n;) (~H - w`), (5)P;-I-(1-p;)q

which indicates that the estimator based upon the survivors-only sample
overestimates the expected return P;. This is due to the relative absence of
bad returns.

Intuitively, the fact that the estimator for the expected return conclitional
upon fund survival yields a positive bias, due to the relative absence of low
returns, suggests that in order to obtain an unbiased estimate the weight for
the observed low returns should be increased, while the observed high returns
should have a lower weight. In Section 6 we show that using a weight factor
that equals the inverse of the normalized probability that fund i is kept in
the sample yields unbiased estimates. Consequently, to estimate the expected
return P; for fund i, the appropriate weight is the ratio of the unconditional
(2) and conditional survival probability (1) and is given by

P;~-(1-P;)9

~~-q-~(1-4)~
(6)

It is easily verified that the adjusted estimator ~; - 2w;(r;l f ri2) is an
unbiased estimator based upon the sample characterized by y; - 1. Note that
the weights w; depend upon returns, r;l in this case, and are thus endogenous.
Moreover, they depend upon the unknown parameters p;. This seems strange
but is not a problem because the numerator of the weights is just P{y; - 1}
which is directly identifiable from the data, using observations on other funds.
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3 Stylized Facts on Survival of U.S. Equity
Funds

In order to examine the importance of the effect of conditioning upon survival
for empirical performance studies, we employ a data set selected from the
Morrungstaz Mutual Funds Ondisc database ( February 1995 edition). This
database contains monthly information on more than 6000 U.S. based open-
end equity as well as fixed income mutual funds. This sample suffers from
survivorship because only funds that existed at the end of the sample period
(February 1995) ase included. Many mutual funds have disappeazed from
the sample because they have merged with other funds or are closed down
completely. In the latter case it is possible that the management of the fund
has decided to change to a closed-end fund, or that the investors of the fund
are offered the opportunity tn withdraw their mone,y and invest it in another
fimd of the same investment company. A first step in obtaining results free of
survivorship bias, is the inclusion of attrited funds in the sample. We did so
by extending the database with the mutual funds that disappeazed between
the first month of 1989 and the last month of 1994. In the sequel we will
refer to this data set, covering 1989-1994, as the combined 'survivorship free'
sample~ .

In this paper, following previous studies, we concentrate on equity funds.
During the period January 1989 to December 1994, we observe 2678 funds
with their name, objective, the year of fund inception, and monthly returns
until the month of disappeazance. In contrast to Cazhart [1997b] we also
included specialty funds ( i.e. 273 sector funds), internationally diversified
U.S. based funds ( 490) and a number of funds which advertise as 'balanced
fund' and invest less than 50P1o in fixed income securities ( 180). For 79 funds
Morningstaz did not report an investment objective. For 33 funds of this
group the investment objective was obvious from their name. The remaining
46 funds were classified as having an `other' investment objective. Table 1
presents the number of funds by inception yeaz and the number of them that
did not survive the period January 1989 to December 1994, aggregated to a
yeazly level. Note that we aggregated all funds with an inception date before
1977, which explains the relative lazge number of 279 funds with inception
year 1976.

~ Unfortunately, Morningstar was unable to provide information about funds that ceased
to exist before 1989.
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Table 1 shows that 498 of the mutual funds in our sample disappearrcl
between January 1989 and December 1994 due to merger or liquidation.
which corresponds with a yeaaly average of 5.3P1o. This estimate differs from
Carhart. (1997b], who reports a non-survival rate of 3.6010 over the period 1962
to 1995, which increases to 4.6 01o for the period 1989 to 1994. The remaining
difference with our yearly average is due to inclusion of types of funds iu
our sample that have relatively low survival rat.es (compare Table 3 below).
Furthermore, looking at, for instance, t.he 173 funds that started in 1990.
29.5qo of them already disappeared within the next four years. A similar
pattern seems to hold for other years, so that a first conclusion would be
that a large part of the defunct funds disappeared at a relatively }~oung agc,
age being defined as the time elapsed since fund inception. Apparently, it is
not only the case that the number of mutual funds has grown at an incre~rsing
rate over the last decade, but also that the relative number of funds that has
closed down or merged has increased significantly. At a more disaggregated
level (not reported in the table), it appears that in some months relat.ively
many mutual funds leave the sample while in other months almost no funds
disappeaz, indicating that common aggregate factors may play a role in funcí
disappearance as well.

It. is often claimed that a bad record of fund returns is one of the main
reasons that funds disappear from a sample (see, e.g. Elton, Gruber and
Blake [1996]). Low returns compared to other funds as well as low returns
relative to some benctunark portfolio seem to be a reason for the management
of the fund to close down the fund or to let the fund merge (see Brown and
Goetzmann [1995]). Table 2 presents the average quarterly returns for the
period 1989-1994 for the funds that survived until the end of 1994, for the
funds that did not survive, and for the combined sample. For comparison,
we also added the quarterly returns on the Standazd and Poor 500 and the
returns on a three month Treasury Bill over the same period.

In accordance with other studies, like Malkiel [1995], it appeazs that in
almost all quarters the surviving funds had a higher average return than
the non-surviving funds, indicating that low returns increase the probability
of disappearance. Furthermore, the average annual return over the period
1989 through 1994 for the sample containing the surviving funds is 0.64P1o
higher than for the combined sample of funds, i.e. 11.44 0lo versus 10.80 010.
In contrast, Malkiel [1995] finds a difference of 1.50 Plo over the period 1982
through 1991, Elton, Gruber and Blake [1995] even find a difference of 1.87 QI'o
for 1976 through 1993, while Brown and Goetzma.nn [1995] report a difference
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Table 1: Number of Non-survivors. The table reports the annual number of
funds by inception year since 1976 and the annual number that ceased to exist
between 1989 through 1994 . The row labelled 'Non-surv. Rate' contains the
number of disappearing funds divided by the total number of funds at the beginning
of the year.

Inception out in year:
year totalin 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 total out
c1976 279 5 3 4 7 16 8 43
1977 14 1 1 2 4
1978 13 2 2 4
1979 11 1 1 1 3
1980 10 1 1
1981 26 2 1 1 4
1982 33 1 2 2 3 1 9
1983 58 4 3 3 3 3 2 18
1984 75 2 3 2 3 5 15
1985 98 2 5 5 3 6 4 25
1986 143 1 11 8 9 13 7 49
1987 162 3 6 9 7 16 11 52
1988 140 2 2 7 13 14 10 48
1989 107 3 5 4 12 7 31
1990 173 11 6 IS 16 51
1991 187 8 7 23 38
1992 277 17 15 32
1993 550 13 40 53
1994 322 18 18
total: 2678 21 36 61 68 145 167 498

Non-surv. Rate (oI'o~yr) 1.98 3.14 4.75 4.82 8.95 8.25 5.31
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Table 2: Average quarterly returns. The table reports the average quarterly
returns for the funds that survived until the end of 1994, average quarterly returns
for the funds that ceased to exist during 1989-1994, and the average return for the
combined sample. Furthermore, we present the quarterly returns for the Standard
and Poor 500 and Treasury bills. The columns labelled 'Number' contain the
number of funds over which the average quarterly return is calculated.

quarter Surviving Flmds
Mean
return Number

Non-Survivors
Mean
return Number

Combined
Mean
return

return
S8tP500

return
t-bill

1989~01 6.50 819 5.06 296 6.12 7.03 1.85
~02 6.36 830 5.28 294 6.08 8.80 2.19
~03 9.79 843 7.97 289 9.32 10.64 2.10
~04

1990~01
0.34 858
-2.72 888

-0.45 286
-2.78 298

0.14
-2.74

2.05
-3.02

1.98
1.79

~02 5.75 921 4.65 306 5.47 6.29 2.00
~03 -14.91 951 -13.35 300 -14.54 -13.78 1.95
~04

1991~01
6.83 980

15.16 1025
5.01 301

12.30 308
6.40

14.50
8.95

14.56
1.86
1.44

~02 -0.79 1058 -1.21 301 -0.88 -0.21 1.43
~03 6.91 1095 5.99 284 6.72 5.38 1.41
~04

1992~01
7.24 1129

-0.63 1184
6.03 278

-1.75 274
7.00

-0.84
8.36

-2.55
1.20
0.96

02 -1. 07 1213 -1. 34 265 -1.12 1.97 0.92
~03 1.44 1298 0.93 254 1.36 3.10 0.83
~04

1993~01
6.84 1374
4.88 1515

5.63 242
3.59 241

6.66
4.70

5.10
4.28

0.75
0.71

~02 2.86 1603 2.10 253 2.75 0.51 0.71
~03 5.69 1732 4.51 164 5.59 2.56 0.75
~04

1994~01
4.19 1871

-3.13 2043
2.36 150

-3.46 136
4.05

-3.15
2.31

-3.82
0.70
0.73

~02 -2.03 2181 -2.61 115 -2.06 0.41 0.90
~03 5.69 2183 2.77 21 5.66 4.92 1.01
~04 -2.45 2184 . -2.45 -0.03 1.20

Mean 2.86 . 2.70 3.08 1.31
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Table 3: Summary Statistics by Objective Category. The table shows for
six investment objectives categories the average quarterly return for the combined
sample and the average quarterly return for the funds that survived until the end of
1994 as well as the number of funds in each category, the number of non-survivors
and the corresponding drop-out percentage.

Group Combined Surviving Funds Drop
Objective mean mean out

return Number return Number olo
1: Aggressive Growth 3.70 95 3.88 77 18.9
2: Growth~Small Companies 3.12 1052 3.22 904 14.1
3: Income~Growth-Income 2.49 540 2.59 434 19.6
4: Specialty 2.51 273 2.86 201 26.4
5: Foreign~World 2.04 490 2.18 429 12.4
6: Other 2.05 226 2.17 138 38.9

of 0.80 alo over the period 1977-1987. Note that all estimates for this effect
of survivorship in computing average returns aze higher than the at most
0.40 qo, that was claimed by Grinblatt and Titman [1989]. In most quarters
the average return of the mutual funds underperforms the S8zP500 which
could be due to the fact that the equity funds hold bonds and liquidities as
well. On an annual basis we find a difference between the S8zP500 and the
combined sample of funds of 1.52 elo, i.e. 12.32 QI'o versus 10.80 oI'o.

In order to examine whether the survival rate varies with the funds' in-
vestment objective, we broke down the sample by investment styles. While
Morningstar reports investment objectives in thirteen different categories, we
chose to follow other studies (Malkiel [1995], Brown and Goetzmann [1995]),
and decided to split the sample, for ease of compazison, into six categories.
The category 'other' represents the equity funds that could not be clearly
assigned to any of the other five categories, so it contains, for instance, the
funds that advertise as equity fund and invest less than 50oI'o in fixed income
securities as well as the funds with unknown investment objective. Table 3
presents the average quarterly return over the period 1989-1994 for all funds
as well as for the subset of funds that survived until the end of 1994 for
each of the six investment objectives2. It appears that the categories 'spe-

ZNote that a fund's investment objective is self-reported and can therefore easily lead
to gaming to improve relative ex post return rankings (see Brown and Goetzmann [1997~).
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cialty' and 'other' had the highest percentage of non-survivors. ~loreover,
the difference between the average annual returns for the'specialty' catehrn,v
is 1.40~1c, which is much higher than the 0.6401'o for the aggregated sample of
mutual funds.

4 What Determines Mutual l~nd Survival?

In Section 2 we showed that the use of a survivorship free sample does not
guarantee that standazd estimators of mutual fund performance yield unbi-
ased estimates. Moreover, as we briefly showed in Section 2 and what will
be more extensively be discussed in Section 6, the use of a simple weig}rt
factor based on the ratio of the unconditional and conditional survival prob-
ability is sufficient to correct for survivorship bias in standard estimators.
Consequently, in order to correct for survivorship bias we first of all have to
determine t.he factors that affect mutual fund survival probabilities, which
moreover, allows us to analyze the effects of survivorship on a variety of
performance evaluation techniques.

In the previous section we noted that mutual funds that leave the sample
have on average lower returns. Moreover, most of the disappearance occurs
at a relatively young age, indicating that a bad record of returns in the first
few years of its existence seriously decreases a fund's survival probabilities.
It can also be noted that in particulaz months fund disappearance is much
larger than can be expected on the basis of observed returns. To account for
this, we include a common time effect in our specification.

Let y;c be an indicator variable that indicates whether or not fund i has an
observed return in period t. Our first specification describes the probability
of fund survival (y;c - 1) using a longitudinal probit model, such that a fund
survives if an underlying latent variable, y;c is positive. That is,

J

y;o - n' f~ 7.~ ( r,.c-~ - B) -F ~age,,c-i f ac f rhe
~-i

y;c - 1 if fund i is observed in quarter t(y;c ) 0)

y;c - 0 otherwise

(7)

where r~,c-~ is the return of fund i in quarter t- j, B is an unknown constant,
Q9e:,c-i is the time in years since fund inception, and at denotes a time ef-
fect describing economy wide effects. The error term ~;t is assumed to be
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standard normally distributed, independently over funds and periods. i.e.
rl;~ ~ IIN(0,1). The ry coefficients measure the impact of historical returns
and, potentially, vary over funds and lags. To prevent that the model only
applies to funds that have a return history of at least J quarters, and is thus
conditional upon having survived these J quarters, we employ a flexible para-
metrization of the effects of lagged returns such that the model is conditional
upon the observed return history only. In additíon, to avoid dimensionality
problems, we assume that the y;~'s can be described by a polynomial in j,
multiplied by a factor that depends upon the number of lagged returns that
is available. Let m;~ denote the number of lagged quarterly returns that is
available for fund i in quarter t, with a maximum of J. Then, we assume the
following structure for the lagged quarterly returns coefficients'

3

ry;~ -(1 f~ ln [J ~- 1 - m;~]) ~ ak jk.!(j C m;a),
k-0

(8)

where ~k-o ak jk is a polynomial of degree three, and I() is the indicator
function that equals 1 if j is smaller than or equal to m;~ and 0 otherwise.
Note that for mutual funds with a return record of more than J quarters, the
lagged quarterly returns coefficients can simply be described by ~k-oakjk.
The advantage of a polynomial lag structure is that we only have to estimate
a restricted number of parameters, increasing precision of the estimates, and,
moreover, a smooth pattern of the coefficients is automatically imposed. As
it is implicitly assumed that further lags of the returns are irrelevant, we
restrict the polynomial coefficients such that the hypothetical coefficient for
lag J-F 1 is zero. This gives an additional restriction that can be substituted
in (7) and reduces the number of parameters describing variation in ry;~ to
four. It should be noted, because of the presence of the time effects and
the truncation of m;i, that both ~ and B are only identified from information
contained in funds that exist less than 12 quarters.

We estimate (7) with four (J - 4), eight (J - 8) and twelve (J - 12)
lagged quarterly returns included, over the period 1989~01 through 1994~04.
Table 4 reports the estimates for the lagged quart.erly return parameters ry~
through ry~, the constant fund return parameter B and the age pazameter
~. The coef6cient estimates for the time dummies can be found in Table 9
(Appendix B). It appears that lagged quazterly returns, age of the fund and

~For notational simpGcity, the fact that the ry,~ ccefficients vary over time as a function
of m;~ (for a subsample of the funds) is not re9ected in their indices.
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Table 4: Estimation results. The table presents estimation results for prohit
specification (7) with four (J - 4), eight (J - 8) and twelve (J - 12) lagged
quarterly returns, a constant fund return B, age of the fund (in years) and 24
time dummies as explanatory variables. We do not report the estimates for thc
polynomial coefficients, but only report the implied estimates for the lagged quar-
terly returns under the condition that a fund has more than J quarterly returns
available. Note that for funds with less than J historical returns available, the
coefficients for the lagged return should be inAated by a factor (see main text).
The total number of observations is 36311.

J-4 J- 8 J-12
estimate std. err estimate std. err estimate std. err

c~ 3.208 0.231 3.416 0.224 3.257 0.213
r~-1 0.013 0.003 0.014 0.003 0.014 0.003
rC-2 0.016 0.003 0.012 0.002 0.014 0.002
r~-3 0.019 0.003 0.013 0.002 0.015 0.002
r~-9 0.015 0.003 0.014 0.002 0.015 0.002
r~-5 . 0.016 0.002 0.015 0.002
rt-6 . 0.016 0.002 0.014 0.002
rt-7 . 0.014 0.002 0.013 0.002
r~-g . 0.009 0.002 0.012 0.002
r~-9 . . 0.010 0.002
re-io . . 0.008 0.002
rt-lt . . 0.006 0.002
rt-12 . . 0.003 0.001
B 11.394 2.229 8.390 1.215 6.878 0.795
f -0.603 0.309 0.087 0.107 -0.066 0.064
aget-t 0.016 0.004 0.019 0.004 0.025 0.005
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the aggregate time effect have a significant effect on fund disappeazance (at.
the SPIo level). Low returns for a number of consecutive quarters increase the
probability of leaving the sample. The positive coefFicient for age indicates
that, ceteris paribus, the older the fund, the more likely it is to survive. It is
also cleaz from the results that t.he probability of fund disappearance varies
significantly over the quarters, even if returns have not changed. Note that.
the time effects capture all fund-invariant variables, including, for example,
the return on the market portfolio and the term structure of interest rates.
Most strikingly, during the third quarters of 1993 and 1994, fund disappear-
ance has been much more likely than in other quarters.

The estimated values for ~ vary a lot between the specifications and are
not significantly dífferent from zero. This indicates that the absolute weights
of recent historical returns do not increase for funds with a short history. Put
differently, the returns in, say, the last four quarters are equally important
irrespective of whether the fund has a history of just these four or more than
twelve quarterly returns. The coefficient B serves the purpose of adjusting
the mean of the probit function when m;~ changes, such that the number of
returns included does not give a spurious effect on the survival probabilities
through their nonzero means.

The three specifications in Table 4 aze tested against each other and
against more general alternatives. Note that the number of pazameters in
each of the three models is the same. To test whether the inclusion of ad-
ditional lags would improve the modeLs, we applied variable addition test to
the three specifications. These tcsts are Lagrange Multiplier tests for the
null hypotheses that the coefficients for one or more additional lags, added
unrestrictedly to the model, are zero. More details about this and subsequent
tests are provided in Appendix A.

Panel A of Table 5 presents the outcome of the tests for the inclusion of
additional lagged returns. Cleazly, the specifications with J - 4 and J- 8
are overly restrictive and have to be rejected against alternatives with addi-
tional lags. For the model with three years of quarterly returns (J - 12) it
cannot be rejected that furt.her lags have zero coefficients. As it is well known
that violation of the assumption of homoskedastic error terms typically leads
to inconsistency of the maximum likelihood estimators in limited dependent
variable models ( see, e.g. Amemiya [1986 p. 268 ff.]), we also test the speci-
fication with J- 12 against heteroskedastic alternatives, the error variance
being functions of lagged returns, fund age or both. The results of the La-
grange Multiplier tests, presented in Table 5, do not cause any doubt on the
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validity of the homoskedasticity assumption. Another crucial assumption is
that of normality, which we tested against the more general Pearson famih~
of distributions, as described by Newey [1985]. Somewhat surprisingly given
the large number of observations, we are not able to reject normality either.
Finally, we tested the inclusion of nonlinear functions of age and once more
do not reject the model.

Let us now look at our preferred specification with J - 12 in rnore detail.
For funds with a return history of less than 12 months, the coefFicients in
Table 4 are not appropriate and should be adjusted with the est.imated factor
~ ln(J f 1- m;~) and set to zero for the unavailable returns. The r~ults of
this exercise are presented in Table 10 in Appendix B. Using the estimata5
for the panel data probit model with 12 quarterly returns included, we cau
compute the probability that a fund will disappeaz in the next quarter given
the past record of returns and the age of the fund. In Figure 1 we show the
probability of disappearance for funds with different ages, where the past
record of returns varies from -5Plo to f5Qlo for each of the last four quarters
and the quarterly returns for the quarters t- 5 through t-12 are fixed at 3.00
010, corresponding to the average quarterly return over the period 1989-1994.
The probabilities ase averaged over t.he 24 different quarters. Alternatively,
we could have fixed the time effect to its average over the qua.rters.

It appears that, for instance, a 3year old fund with a return of -501o for
each of the last four quarters has a probability of almost 4Qlo to disappear in
the next quarter, while a 16-year old fund with a comparable return record
only has a probability of almost 2Plo to disappear. On the other hand, the
probability of attrition drops below loI'o if a fund of age sixteen had a return
of f5Plo for the last four quarters.

The signs we find for the estimated coefficients in the probit specifica-
tions are in accordance with the results of Brown and Goetzmann [1995].
Our specification can be interpreted as a reduced form specification of their
model, that also includes the size of the fund and the expense ratio as ex-
planatory variables. While we do not observe the size of a fund during the
entire sample period, it has been well documented ( see, e.g., Rockinger [1995]
and Sirri and 'Ilrfano [1997]) that ( relatíve) historical returns are key deter-
minants of capit.al flows to mutual funds. In contrast to our reduced form
rnodel, Brown and Goetzmann [1995] did not include time effects nor test
for their presence. It is important to allow for fixed time effects to incor-
porate common aggregate shocks that affect the survival of all funds, such
as bad returns on the stock mazket as a whole. Omitting the time effects,
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Table 5: Results of misspeciflcation tests. The table reports for the specifi-
cations (7) and (9) outcomes of LM tests for missing impacts of past performance
of the fund, its style and the specification of age. All test statistics have an as-
ymptotic null distribution that is Chi-squared with degrees of freedom given by
DF. A` indicates rejection at the So1o level. See Appendix A for details

Panel A: Variable Addition Test
Specification Additional variable(s) DF LM-statistic p-value
(7) J- 4 r~-5 1 7.43' 0.006

ri-S...ri-s 4 45.99` 0.000
(7) J- 8 ri-9 1 7.91' 0.005

ri-y...rt-1z 4 12.89' 0.012
(7) J- 12 re-la 1 1.77 0.183

ri-13i r~-14 2 2.54 0.280
style dummies g1...g5 5 57.61' 0.000
ageE-1 1 2.28 0.131

agei-1 1 3.54 0.060
(9) J- 12 ri-13 1 1.32 0.251

r~-13i r~-i4 2 2.01 0.366
age~-1 1 2.64 0.104

age~-I 1 3.31 0.069
Panel B: Heteroskedasticity Test
Specification Variable(s) DF LM-statistic p-value
(7) J- 12 r~-l...rt-1z 3 0.13 0.988

r~-l...re-lz , agei-1 4 0.21 0.995
(9) J- 12 r~-l...re-lz , age~-1 4 0.13 0.998

r~-~...r~-1zi agei-l,gl..g5 9 0.43 0.999
Panel C: Normality Test
Specification DF LM-statistic p-value
(7) J- 12 2 4.16 0.125
(9) J- 12 2 2.82 0.244
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Figure 1: Non-Survival Probabilities. The figure shows the probability of
disappearance for different years since fund inception (Age). The return for eacL
of the last four quarters, i.e. r~-l...r~-~, varies between -5Qïo to t-5~, while the
returns over the quarters rc-s..- re-i2 is fixed at 3Qlo per quarter.

~~., ~'.~I ,w

which may be correlated with the regressors, yields inconsistent paratneter
estimates (Baltagi [1995, p. 178 ff.]) and inappropriate bias corrections.

In order to examine whether mutual funds with different investment ob-
jectíves have different probabilities of leaving the sample, we tested whether
the inclusion of investment objective dummies significantly improves the
model. Given that t.his test strongly rejects (see Table 5), we extended the
survival model in (7) to include dummies for each investment objective. This
leaàs t.o:

y,e

y;~

y;i

J

n -} ~ 7;~ (r;~-~ - B) ~- ~age;,t-r -~
~-t

ói9t; -~ óz92; i- b3g3; f b49a; f ó59s; -I- ai ~- tl;i
1 if fund i is observed in quarter t (y;~ 1 0)

0 otherwise

(9)

where g~; through gs; denote the investment objective dummies, correspond-
ing to the classification in Table 3. As before, we assume that the structure
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Table 6: Estimation results Investment Categories dummies. The table
presents estimation results for probit specification (9) with twelve (J - 12) lagged
quarterly returns, a dummy for the investment objective, a constant fund return
B, age of the fund (in years) and 24 time dummies as explanatory variables. We
do not report the estimates for the polynomial coefHcients, but only report the
implied estimates for the lagged quarterly returns under the condition that a fund
has more than 12 quarterly returns available. The total number of observations is
36311

J-12
estimate std. err estimate std.err

a 3.161 0.232
rc-1 0.013 0.003 ól : Growth 0.163 0.102
r~-2 0.014 0.002 ó2:Income 0.090 0.105
r~-, 0.015 0.002 ó3 : Specitilty 0.085 0.112
r~-4 0.015 0.002 ó4 : Foreign 0.310 0.112
r~-5 0.015 0.002 ó5 : Other -0.287 0.073
r~-6 0.015 0.002 B 6.617 0.761
rc-~ 0.014 0.002 f -0.063 0.068
rc-8 0.013 0.002 ~: agec-1 0.024 0.005
ri-y 0.011 0.002
ri-1o 0.009 0.002
rc-~1 0.006 0.002
ri-12 0.003 0.001

for the lagged quarterly return coefficients ry,~ can be described by (8). Ta-
ble 6 reports the estimates for specification (9) with twelve lagged quazterly
returns included (J - 12), while the coefficient estimates for the time dum-
mies can be found in Table 9(Appendix B). In Table 5, we also report the
outcomes for the tests of the homoscedasticity and normality assumption in
specification (9).

From Table 6, it appears that U.S. based internationally investing mutual
funds, i.e. investment objective 'foreign', have, ceteris paribus, the highest
probability to survive. Moreover, the positive coefficients for the investment
dummies in the majority of cases indicates that the mutual funds with invest-
ment objective 'aggressive growth' and investment objective summarized by
the category 'other' have the highest probability to disappear. The estimated
coefficients for the lagged returns, and age aze similaz to those for specifica-
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tion (7). While specification ( 9) describes survival probabilities conditional
on a larger information set that includes investment objectíve, the signifi-
cance of the investment dummies suggests that it can be expected that the
error term rl;i in ( 7) exhibits fund-specific serial correlation. We will therefor~
use specification ( 9) in the empirical analysis. For the Monte Carlo experi-
ments in Sections 5 and 6, where we do not distinguish different ínvestment
styles, we use specification (7).

5 The Effects of Survivorship on Performance
Measures

In Section 2 we examined in a stylized example the effect of non-random
attrition on a simple performance measure like the average fund retirrn using
a survivorship free sample as well as a sample plagued by survivorship. Let
us now look at a more realistic example, where interest lies in the estimation
of fund alphas and their persistence. To do so, we perform a Monte Carlo
simulation experiment. Following the set-up of Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson
and Ross [1992], we generate quarterly returns from the following one factor
model

r,e - r)c f- Q:(R.ar - rf~) f u;~ (10)

where r~~ is the short term interest rate and R,,,i - r~~ is the quarterly excess
return on the market portfolio. The idiosyncratic error term u;t is indepen-
dent of the quarterly risk premium and is assumed t.o be normal with mean
zero and vaziance cr; , given by

o? - k(1 - pJ2. (11)

This relationship is a rough approximation to the relationship between non-
systematic risk and Q that is often observed in mutual funds data. We
employ a set of pazameter values in the return generating process that closely
matches the first two sample moments of returns and beta. The quarterly
excess return on a market portfolio is i.i.d. normal with mean 0.0215 and
standard deviation 0.104, Q is i.i.d. normal with mean 0.93 and standard
deviation 0.37 and the value of k equalsa 0.01997. Moreover, we assume that

aThe value of k that we employ is based on the sample average of o?~(1 - p;)2.
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the short term interest rate can be described by an AR(1) model given by'' ~

" r~i - Ir -~ P(r~;-1 -{t) ~- ei, e~ i.i.d. N(0, aÉ ). (12)

The simulation experiment proceeds as follows. We start with a'random'
number of fiinds such that an average 2~o increase per quarter leads to 2500
mutual funds in the final quarter. This leads to a sample where the number
of funds increases each quarter, while none of the funds drops out. Next.,
we apply the survival model of the previous section, i.e. equation (7) with
twelve lagged returns (J - 12), to determine for each fund in each period
the probability that it leaves the sample. This means that from the record
of historical returns, the age of the fund and an aggregate time effect, a
probability p;~ of leaving the sample in the next quarter is determined. Then
fund i leaves the sample in period t with a probability p;~. Note that this
assumes that rl;t is independent of current returns, that is, the probability
of survival only depends upon age and historical returns, and - conditional
upon those - not upon current returns. Since the age of the fund, defined as
the years since fund inception, is a significant factor in fund disappearance,
we decided to draw a random age for the funds that already exist in the
first quarter, closely corresponding to the observed age distribution in our
sample of mutual funds, i.e. agel ti o,bs(N(0, 16)). The survivorship process
used in our simulations is thus more complicated but also more realistic
than the rules applied by Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992] and
Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997], who simply remove, for instance,
the worst performing 10010 of the mutual funds in each period.

Note that the estimated time effects in probit specification (7) reflect
aggregate shocks. We take the potential dependence between the time effects
and observed aggregate variables in the model into account by running a
number of regressions on variables such as the return on the S8LP500 and the
return on a three-month `Iteasury Bill over the period 1989-1994. Table 11
in Appendix B presents the estimation results for a number of specifications.
It appears that the time effect is significantly correlated with the risk-free
return on Tl-easury bills. Accordingly, the random effect that is used in the
simulations is drawn from a normal distribution with mean p,a~ - 2.29 f

~An OLS estimation of the short rate AR(1) process over the period 1976-1994 yields
r~~ - 0.140 f0.922 ~ r~i-~ -~ Fi, with ïr~ - 0.003.

bIn the simulations, the average T-bill return over 1976-94 of 0.018 is used to start the
process. Moreover, if a risk free rate smaller than zero happens to be generated, we set it
equal to zero.
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Table 7: Simulated average quarterly returns and betas The table presents
average quarterly returns and betas for 500 simulated samples of surviving fin,d,,
non-surviving mutual funds, the combined sample as well as the sample without
attrition. Standard errors in pareutheses. Averages are computed over 36 quartcrh~
mean returns.

Average return Average ~3
Without 3.72 (0.02) 0.93
Stuvivors 3.80 (0.02) 0.93
Combined 3.68 (0.02) (1.92
Non-Survivors 2.42 (0.01) 0.90

0.332 ~ r~~ and variance equal to Qa - 0.079. Note t.hat a high risk-free rat.e
leads to, on average, higher time effects, but the effect on the survival rate
might be balanced by higher (nominal) returns. The numbers presented
below refer to averages or standard deviations over 500 replications. In order
to prevent sensitivity to the starting conditions, we do not use the first 24
quarterly returns, i.e. fund returns are generated from quarter 1 onwards,
while the survival process stasts operating from quarter 13 and further.

We now construct four different samples. The first sample is the one
without attrition and contains all funds up to the last period. We will refer
to this hypothetical complete sample as "without" and we will only use it in a
few cases. The second sample suffers from survivorship, as generated by our
model, and contains only those funds that happened t.o survive until the end
of the last quarter. We refer to this sample as "survivors". A tlurd sample
consists of the survivors sample completed with observations on those funds
that left the sample before the last quarter. We refer to this sample as "com-
bined". Most recent empirical studies (e.g. Brown and Goetzmarm [1995],
Carhart [1997a], Wermers [1997]) employ such survivorship free samples. A
fourth and last sample named "non-survivors" is used for comparisons only
and contains only the non-surviving funds.

First, Table 7 presents average quazterly returns over 36 quarters in the
different samples. As expected, the mean return of the surviving funds sub-
stantially exceeds (i.e. 0.48Q1o on an annual basis) the mean return for the
combined or 'survivorship bias free' sample, at least if the para.meter values
in the simtilation have been chosen to match the sample means. Further-
more, it appears that the non-surviving funds have, on average, a lower ~3
than the surviving mutual funds.
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Another important topic in performance analysis of mutual funds is the

persistence in returns. Empirical studies by Brown and Goetzmann [1995],
Ivlalkiel [1995] and Carhart [1997a] examine whether `winning' mutual funds,
where winning is defined as exceeding the median fund return in a given
period, are more likely to be winners in the next period. Studies of Brown,
Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser
[1997] show that survivorship bias induces spurious persistence patterns if
there is cross-sectional variation in expected returns or risk. Instead of hy-

pothesizing a certain survival process, we use the empirical survival model

that. matches the sample of U.S. equity funds, to redo the calculations of

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997], who found a spurious J-shape pat-
tern in performance persistence. As we generated fund returns such that any
abnormal return is the result of (unpredictable) luck, any regulazity found in
performance measures is necessarily spurious and due to survivorship bias.

The performance of the funds is evaluated by estimatrng Jensen's a from

the one-factor model in (10), over four three-year periods. We sort the funds

on the basis of the estimated a's in each three-year period into eight groups.

For each octile group, we calculate the average Jensen's a in the subsequent

three-yeaz period. Table 8 presents the average a for each group for the

sample that only contains the surviving mutual funds, the sample that also

contains the funds that ceased to exist before the final quarter, and the
hypothetically complete sample, not affected by attrition.

It appears that the sample of surviving mutual funds exhibits a strong

pattern of spurious persistence in performance. Fluthermore, this is also the

case for the combined sample, that includes funds that did not survive until

the final quarter, although the pattern is somewhat weaker. Clearly, the fact

that the data is survivorship free does not irnply that a standard analysis

is free of survivorship bias. Although the spurious persistence pattern is

not exactly J-shaped, the simulation results more or less confirm the bias
found by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997]. The argument for such

a pattern is a risk argument. Flurds in one of the extreme ranks are more

likely to be `high risk' funds and thus less likely to survive. Conditional on

the fact that they did survive in the second subperiod, they will have made

better returns than average. Compazed to Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser,
we fmd an additional upward bias in Jensen's a for the lower octiles. The

reason for this is that our survival process is dynamic. ~nds with a low

rank realized relatively bad returns in the first twelve quazters. As this will

decrease a fund's probability over the next twelve quarters to survive, these
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Table 8: Simulated performance persistence. The table presents the suLs~~-
quent period performances for simulated samples of surviving funds, for samples
that also contain the non-surviving funds until the quarter of disappearance and
for samples that are not effected by survivorship. Standard errors in parentheses.

Initial Period
Rank

Performance Subsequent Period
Survivors Combined Without

1 0.162 (0.007) 0.117 (0.006) 0.004 (0.005)
2 0.064 (0.005) 0.045 (0.004) -0.001 (0.004)
3 0.035 (0.003) 0.024 (0.003) 0.001 (0.003)
4 0.018 (0.002) 0.014 (0.002) 0.001 (0.002)
5 0.024 (0.003) 0.017 (0.003) -0.002 (0.002)
6 0.045 (0.004) 0.031 (0.004) -0.002 (0.003)
7 0.064 (0.005) 0.042 (0.005) -0.001 (0.004)
8 0.143 (0.008) 0.095 (0.008) -0.000 (0.006)

funds must have made up for these bad returns given that they have survived.
Apparently, with our parameter values this effect is large enough to change
the J-shape into a(more or less) U-shape. As expected, the sample that is
not affected by survivorship does not exhibit a spurious persistence pattern.

6 Correcting for Survivorship Effects

Knowledge of the survival process is a key to correcting for t.he survivorship
effects as discussed in the previous sections. In Section 4 survival of a fund
was modelled as a function of historical returns, age and an aggregate time
effect. We will show, in this section, how inferenees can be corrected for
survivorship effects if it can be assumed that fund survival in period t is
independent of the return in period t, after conditioning upon lagged returns,
fund age and time7. Technically, this imposes that rl,t in (1) is independent of
r,~, as was assumed in the previous section. The corrections, based upon work
of Moffitt, Fitzgerald and Gottschallc [1997], are relatively simple to apply
and involve the use of weights as shown in Section 2. As these weights depend
upon fitnd returns, they are endogenous and their use has implications for

7Econometric approaches of sample selection and attrition problems based upon the
work of Heckmau [1979] and Hausman and Wise [1979], assume that the model of interest
is conditional upon the same set of variables, which is inappropriate in this case.
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consistency of the estimators used.
In general, let R; denote a vector of rettuns for fund i that is used in

an empirical analysis, for example in constructing a contingency table. Let
Y, - 1 if fund i is used in the analysis and 0 otherwise. While Y, is deter-
mined by the researcher, we shall assume that it is a function of y;i's orily.
The distribution of returns for the funds used in the analysis, conditional on
some observed characteristics X;, is described by f(R;~X;,Y - 1), where f
is generic notation for a density~probability mass function. Because Y, is not
independent of the returns, this distribution differs from the one tmcondi-
tional upon stuvival f(R;~X;), which is what we are interested in. Here, X;
is chosen by the researcher and could be empty but could e.g. aLso reflect a
fund's investment style. Let Z; denote observable fund characteristics that
affect the probability of survival. Then it follows, using standard condition-
ing arguments (see Moffitt et al. [1997]), that we can write

Ï(R;,Z:~X;) - w;f(R;,Z;~X;,~; - I), (13)
where w; is a weight factor given by

P{Y - lIX;}
(14)w; -

P{Y - lIR;, X;, Z;} ~

This weight equals the inverse of the normalized probability that fund i is
kept in the sample for funds of type X;. The left hand side of (13) provides
the (un)conditional distribution of returns we are interested in. The right
hand side is the conditional observable distribution of returns times a weight
factor. If the weights w; are known, any inference based upon the observed
distríbution of returns can directly be adjusted to reflect the unconditional
distribution. For example, the expected returns of fund i satisfy

E[r;c] -

f x;f(~;,z;)dx;aZ; - f w;~;f(~,Z;IY - I)dR;dZ; (i5)
- E[w;ru~}; - 1],

which implies that the average of w;r;~ rather than the average of r;~ provides
an unbiased estimate of the fund's mean return if r;i is observed if Y, - 1
only. Similarly, a fund's alpha can be estimated as

á; - w;á;, (16)
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where á, is the usual (uncorrected) ordinary least squares ~stimate.
Going back to our sample of U.S. equity funds, suppose we are interetitc~í

in performance as measured by alpha over a period of 12 quarters. This
implies that we can only use funds in the analysis that have observed retiinLti
for 12 consecutive periods s to s~- 11, and we have that Y; -[j,}s i y,s. The
probability that Y, - 1 given the fund's returns R; and characteristics Z,,.l";
is then described by our survival model, provided t.hat X; is included in the
model (or can be assumed to have a zero coefficient), and provided that w~~
assume that, conditional upon historical returns, Z; and X;, the probability of
attrition in any given period does not depend upon (potentially unobserved)
returns in t.hat or future periods. In t.hat case, we can write"

sfii
P{Y, - 1~R;, Z;, X,) -~ P{y;; - l~r,,~-~, ..., age;, style;). (17)

e-3

As we have estimated the latter probabilities from the sample of surviving
and attrited funds, this provides estimates for the denominator in the weights
w;. The numerator in the weights reflects the probability of stuvival for a
given X;. When X; is empty, and one is interested in returns for arbitrary
funds, this can easily be estimated by the ratio of the number of funds that
survived from period s to s t 11 and number of funds that was in the sample
in period s- 1. If X; denotes investment style, this computation has to be
done for each style separately. Together, this provides estimated weights w;
that are consistent for N-~ oo. Consequently, we can estimate the alpha of
an individual fund asymptotically unbiasedly~ using (16) with t"u; irLStead of
w;.

The approach above is generally applicable as long as it is clear what
selection process a researcher is conditioning upon. In order to estimate
unconditional expected returns in a given period t, for example, the condi-
tiorung is upon participation of each fund in that particulaz period and the
weights simply reflect the probability that y;~ - 1. Averaging over periods
then, does not. require additional corrections.

In order to illustrate the use of the proposed correction method, we ap-
plied it. for possible biases in simulated samples generated in Section 5. Recall

sThis assumes that there is no autocorrelation in ~;; in (3).
9Asymptotically unbiased means that the e~cpected value of the estimator equals the

true value if the number of funds N goes to infinity. The asymptotics underly consistent
estimation of the survival process.
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that in the performance persistence analysis we found a spurious U-shape
pattern in the risk-adjusted returns of t.he formed octiles in the combined
as well as survivors-only samples. To apply the correction approach to the
contingency Table 8, we need to apply two corrections. First, to estimate
initial period alphas and their ranking, we use funds that have observations
over 12 consecutive quarters. Thus, we need to correct the OLS estimates
using weights based upon these 12 periods. Second, for the alphas in the
second subperiod, we only consider funds with a history of 24 consecutive
quarters, so the weights will have to be based upon these 24 periods (even
though the alphas reflect only 12 periods).

In Figure 2 we present the average corrected Jensen's alpha in the sub-
sequent three-year period for each octile group, where octile one represents
the worst performing funds of the initial period. For comparison, the figure
also contains the uncorrected results for the samples of surviving funds only
and the samples that also contain the non-surviving funds until the quarter
of disappearance, as given in Table 8.

It appears that the spurious persistence pattern that was present in the
combined sample of funds has disappeared. Although not reported, the stan-
dard errors show that the average corrected Jensen's alphas of the octile
groups are not significantly different from zero anymore. Furthermore, while

the Monte Carlo results show how the spurious persistence pattern can be
eliminated if there is no genuine persistence, the correction with weights can
aLso be applied to obtain estimates of performance persistence that. do not
suffer from biases.

7 Empirical R,esults

A substantial number of empirical papers report persistence in the perfor-
mance of mutual funds over one to three year horizons, see, e.g., Hendricks,
Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Gruber [1996], Carhart [1997a] or Wermers
[1997]. Mostly, these papers suggest that their results are free of survivor-
ship bias and no attempts aze made to correct for potential biases, apazt
from the inclusion of attrited funds' returns in the sample. In this section,
we address the question of short-term predictability of mutual fund perfor-
mance correcting for survivorship biases using the methodology discussed in
the previous section.

As our sample of attrited funds goes back to only January 1989 we can
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Figure 2: Simulation results survivorship bias correction on alplra.
The figure shows the subsequent period performances for simulated samples of sur-
viving funds (Uncorrected alpha 'survivor sample'), for samples that also contain
the non-snrviving funds (Uncorrected alpha 'survivorship free sample'), and for
samples that contain the non-surviving funds but with perfonnance correction for
look-ahead bias (Corrected alpha).

estimate survival probabilities only over the period 1989~1-1994~4, and our
survivorship bias free methodology is limited to equity funds over this period.
Contrary to the simulation experiment, where a one-factor pricing model was
adequate to price all assets, we carmot be sure about the model with respect
to which risk-adjusted or abnormal returns should be defined. First, we shall
apply a simple one-factor model, given by:

T;,ttt - r~,ett - ~; -f- ~;~rift - rJ,ttt~ } E;,ttt, (18)
where r,,t~l is the return on mutual fund i in period t~- 1, rc~l is the return
on the market portfolio in period t f 1 and r~,itl is the rettun on a risk free
asset. Second, we use Carhart's [1997a] four-factor model given by:

r;,tfi - r~.tft - o; f Q...;~~ft - rf,eft) f Q.,;Titi f Qh;rCfni f ijy;~i~r f e;,ttt,
(19)
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where r~~ is the difference between the returns on a portfolio of small stocks
and one of big stocks, r~~~ is the difference between the returns on a portfolio
of high book-to-market and a portfolio of low book-to-market stocks and
~l~r is the difference between the return on a portfolio of stocks with the
highest return over the previous year and a portfolio of stocks with the lowest
return over the previous year~~. We shall refer to a; in (18) and ( 19) as the
Jensen's alpha.

The question we try to answer is to what extent the ranking of a fund's
alpha, over the subperiod 1989~1-1991~4, is informative about its alpha in
the second subperiod 1992~1-1994~4. We do so by first estimating Jensen's
alphas from (18) and ( 19) over the initial three-year period for all funds in
the sample that survived these twelve quarters. These least squazes estimates
are biased because they are conditional upon survival. To correct for these
biases, we employ the estimated survival probabilities as described by model
(9) that also includes the investment style of a mutual fund. Using the
technique of Section 6, we correct the estimated a for survivorship bias using

á~ - B, 9'1- IX„ (20)
s-i P.e

where p;, is the estimated probability that fund i leaves the sample in period
s, and qe is the ratio of the number of funds in the same investment category
as fund i that survived from period s to s - 1- 11, and the number of funds in
that category that was in the sample at s- 1. In the next step, we sort the
funds into octiles on the basis of the corrected Jensen's a. For the subsequent
three year period, i.e. 1992-1994, we estimate alphas again using only those
funds that survived all 24 quarters. We correct the least squares estimates
in the way indicated in (20), but now the correction weights are based on
24 quarters rather than 12. Finally, we compute the (unweighted) average
within each octile.

The results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. These figures present the
average corrected Jensen's a in the subsequent three year period for each
octile group of a number of different subsamples, where octile one represents
the worst performing funds of the initial period. Figure 3 is based on the one-
factor model given in ( 18), while Figure 4 represents the four-factor model
given in ( 19). Both pictures show the persistence patterns for the funds

~"We are very grateful to Mark Carhart for providing the data with returns on the
market index, SMB portfolio, HML portfolio and PR1YR portfoGo.
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Figure 3: Empirical results for the bias corrected one-factor per-
formance persistence pattern. The figure shows the subsequent periocl
performance measured by a one-factor model for the full sample of funds and f~,r
t.he funds with as investment objective: growth, aggressive growth and income~.
All results are corrected for bias using the procedure outlined in the text.

with investment objectives 'growth', 'aggressive growth' and 'income', as
well as that for the combined sample that combines these three investment.
objectives ('full sample'). Because neither factor model seems particularly
adequate in explaining returns for funds in one of the remaining investment
categories ('specialty', 'foreign' and 'other'), we excluded these categories
from the figures.

For the one-factor model, the full sample of funds does not exhibit any
positive persistence. Funds with a risk-adjusted return in the initial period
tha.t is below the median, have the highest Jensen's alpha in the subsequent
period, and, on average, outperform the model by about 0.201o per quarter.
On the other hand, the best performing funds of the initial period even have
a negative average alpha in t.he evaluation period, corresponding to an under-
performance of O.6o-Io per quarter. The restilt that we find for the one-factor
model is in contrast with the strong evidence for a'hot hand' phenomenon re-
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Figure 4: Empirical results for the bias corrected four-factor perfor-
mance persistence pattern. The figure shows the subsequent period perfor-
mance measured by Cazhart's four-factor model, for the full sample of funds, and
for the funds with as investment objective: growth, aggressive growth and income.
All results are corrected for bias using the procedure outlined in the text.

ported by Malkiel [1995]. Note that Malkiel used a survivorship free sample,
but did not correct for the potential presence of survivorship bias. At a disag-
gregate level, 'growth' funds have a similar reverse pattern as the full sample
of funds, while 'aggressive growth' funds show a negative U-shape pattern in
the subsequent period. The 'income' funds do not exhibit a cleaz pattern of
performance persistence, but it seems that the best performing funds of the
initial period belong to the worst performing in the second period.

However, if we move away from the one-factor model and concentrate
on Carhart's four-factor model, we find that for the full sample of funds, as
well as its subsamples, the (reverse) persistence patterns have disappeared.
There is no octile for any of the subsamples that significantly outperforms
the model. Alternatively, this can be interpreted that the four factors in
(19) account for the reverse persistence pattern of the one-factor model. It
appears that the worst performing funds of the initial period aze also the
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worst performing in the subsequent period, with an underperformance of 1`1,
per quarter, implying persistence of bad performance for this group of fimds.
The pattern we find for the four-factor model is in accordance with the one
reported by Garhart [1997a], indicating that our results do not support a
hot hand phenomenon in mutual fund performance. However, in contrast
to our findings, the best performing funds of Carhart's initial period have a
slightly positive Jet~sen's alpha in the subsequent period. Moreover, the worst
performing funds of Carhart's sarnple show less underperformance than the
worst performing funds in the sample that we employ. There are two pos-
sible explanations for this difference in result. First of all, the difference
in sample period, i.e. 1966-1993 vs 1989-1994. Second, recalling the spu-
rious persistence pattern we found in the simulation experiment, we fotmd
that the worst performing funds had a higher persistence bias than the best
performing mutual funds. Since Carhart's methodology is not. free of this
survivorship bias (look ahead bias), the difference in the two extreme octiles
might be due to this effect.

8 Concluding Remarks

In the recent literature, the importance of survivorship bias in empirical
studies in finance has been sufficiently acknowledged. Most studies emphasize
the potential biases that can arise from analyzing data conditional upon
survival, using more or less ad hoc theoretical models that detennine survival.
Attempts to correct for these biases are scarce and this paper fills this gap.

We showed how inferences on mutual fund performance can be corrected
for survivorship bias using a simple weighting strategy, based upon the es-
timated survival model. A Monte Carlo experiment showed that the spuri-
ous U-shape pattern that arises in estimating performance persistence using
t.raditional techniques disappears with the correction that we propose. In
addition, the approach was applied to U.S. equity funds using a one-factor
and Carhart's four-factor model. Using the latter model, we do not find any
evidence for 1989-1994 of the hypothesis that mutual funds that performed
well in the past continue to perform well in the future.

In the paper, we analyzed the potential effect of survivorship bias on vari-
ous mutual fund performance measures, on t.he basis of an empirical model of
survival, fitted to U.S. equity funds over the period 1989~1-1994~4. This re-
quired us to extend the study of Brown and Goetzmann [1995], by examining
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which factors are important in determining mutual fund survival probabili-
ties. FY~om an extensive analysis of various specifications, it appeared that a
specification with twelve lagged quarterly returns, time since fund inception,
aggregate time effects and dummies reflecting the investment style has to
be preferred. The specification of the survival model was chosen in such a
way that it is not conditional upon the existence of a three-year history of
returns, so that it also models survival for `young' funds.

In order to obtain insight in the size of survivorship effects in various
performance evaluation measures, a number of Monte Carlo simulation ex-
periments have been performed. By dropping funds from the sample based
on the estimated survival probabilities, we analyzed the effect of survivorship
on average returns and persistence in risk-adjusted returns, thus extending
the analysis in Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997]. Although the results
are sensitive to the parameter values of the return generating process, we
find that, as expected, average returns of samples of surviving funds only,
are biased upward. Both the sample with surviving funds, as well as the sam-
ple that include returns of both survived and attrited funds, are affected by
survivorship bias and generate a spurious persistence in performance. This
is important, as it is generally believed and suggested that such survivor-
ship free samples are free of survivorship bias. With the dynamic survival
model that was estimated, a spurious U-shape pattern was found in the per-
sistence of risk-adjusted returns, similar to but different from J-shape found
in Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997].

A Misspecification Tests in the Probit Model

In this appendix we briefly indicate how the different misspecification tests for
the probit model have been computed. In particular, we consider Lagrange
multiplier (or conditional moment) tests for omitted variables, heteroskedas-
ticity and nonnormality. More details can be found in, e.g., Newey [1985] or
Pagan and Vella [1989].

Variable addition tests
Let x;~ denote the k-dimensional vector of explanatory variables in the

probit model, including the time dummies. The log likelihood function for
the probit model is given by

L(AIX, y) -~y:~ log ~(~~~Q) f~(1- y;z) log(1- ~~~tQ)), (~l)
i,~ :,~
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so that the first order conditions can be wTitten as

~ y:t - ~(~~~)
~( ~ Q) - ~ ~~~.t ~~(xítá)cl - ~(~,ta)) ~ t ~ ~,t : E;t~zt - o, (22)

where ~ is the standard normal density function and ~ is the correspond-
ing distribution function. The term in square brackets is referred to as the
generalized residual (see Gourieroux et al. [1987]) and denoted Ë~. The first
order conditions can be interpreted to say as that. each explanatory variabh
should be orthogonal to the generalized residual (over the whole sample).

If r additional variables z;t were to be included in the model, it would
not change the current estimates if t.he current estimates already satisfy t.he
additional first order conditions. This means that if

~ Ê~z.t - 0 (23)
~,t

then including z;t in the model would not change the current estimates. To
test whether the left hand side of (23) significantly differs from zero, we
compute the Lagrange Multiplier test statistic as

~Lnf - t'R(R'R)-IR'c (24)

where R is a matrix of individual gradients of the loglikelihood function, with
typical row

(E~xe, F~z;t),

and ~ is a vector of ones. It can be shown that under the null hypothesis that
z;t does not enter the probit specification in (21), the Lagrange multiplier
test ~L~y is asymptotically xz distributed with r degrees of freedom.

Testing for heteroskedasticity
Suppose that e;t has a variance of

V [f.t] - hie - h(zit~Í)

for some function h 1 0 with h(0) - 1(normalization condition), where z;t
is of dimension r. Using this specification for the variance the loglikelihood
changes to the following form

L(p,7~X,y) - ~y;elog~ ~ h'z~ ~~-~(1-ys)log ~1 -~ ~ ~a~

~~( .e7) ~,t h(z;t7)
(25)
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Now the first order conditions for ry, evahrated under the null hypothesis Ho :
ry - 0 are

~ ~c (~it~)zit - 0.
,, ~

GorLSequent-ly, it is easy to test H~ : ry- 0 using the Lagrange IVfultiplier test
statistic given in (24) using a matrix R that has typical row

( ~it~it ~ ~áL (~ilN)zit ) ~

Testing for non-normality
A test for normality can be derived hy specifying an the alternative dis-

tribution firnction as ~(x'(i f ry2(x ~i)2 -}- ry3((~',Q)3) (compare Newey, 1985).
The null hypothesis of normality corresponds to y2 - y3 - 0. This can be.
tested t~y t~sing (24), where the rnatrix R uow contains

-G i -C i 2 C ~ 3
(E-t~it ~ ~it (~it~) ~ ~at (~it~) ).

B Additional Tables
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Table 9: Estimates time dummy coefficients. The table reports the estimates
for the time dummies for a probit specification with four (J - 4), eight (J - 8j
and twelve (J - 12) lagged quarterly returns, and age of the fund (in years) a
explanatory variables. The column J- 12' contains the estimates for the time
dummies with as additional explanatory vaziable a dummy for the investment
objective.

J-4 J- 8 J-12 J-12'
a estimate std. err estimate std. err estimate std. err estimate std.e,rr

89~02 -0.067 0.259 -0.006 0.261 -0.115 0.260 -0.091 0.263
89~03 -0.289 0.240 -0.266 0.242 -0.351 0.240 -0.341 0.240
89~04 -0.575 0.230 -0.555 0.233 -0.570 0.232 -0.544 0.232
90~01 -0.118 0.275 -0.227 0.275 -0.075 0.279 -0.054 0.280
90~02 -0.182 0.248 -0.306 0.252 -0.176 0.257 -0.165 0.258
90~03 -0.544 0.218 -0.771 0.219 -0.652 0.224 -0.627 0.225
90~04 -0.120 0.231 -0.450 0.230 -0.347 0.234 -0.336 0.235
91~01 0.070 0.243 -0.238 0.241 -0.147 0.242 -0.160 0.243
91~02 -0.572 0.220 -0.796 0.215 -0.744 0.215 -0.725 0.217
91~03 -0.626 0.226 -0.719 0.212 -0.751 0.213 -0.746 0.214
91~04 -0.449 0.233 -0.287 0.236 -0.355 0.235 -0.366 0.235
92~01 -0.636 0.220 -0.576 0.225 -0.598 0.223 -0.616 0.223
92~02 -0.522 0.219 -0.631 0.223 -0.584 0.221 -0.606 0.222
92~03 -0.483 0.218 -0.638 0.221 -0.539 0.223 -0.561 0.224
92~04 -0.510 0.212 -0.818 0.213 -0.634 0.218 -0.654 0.219
93~01 -D.287 0.222 -0.598 0.220 -0.476 0.224 -0.509 0.224
93~02 -0.193 0.233 -0.372 0.230 -0.345 0.233 -0.369 0.233
93~03 -1.286 0.202 -1.410 0.201 -1.407 0.203 -1.442 0.203
93~04 -0.648 0.211 -0.736 0.212 -0.772 0.213 -0.804 0.214
94~01 -0.476 0.215 -0.619 0.217 -0.631 0.217 -0.656 0.218
94~02 -0.533 0.210 -0.715 0.212 -0.684 0.212 -0.712 0.213
94~03 -0.980 0.201 -1.200 0.202 -1.145 0.204 -1.182 0.204
94~04 -0.311 0.212 -0.592 0.210 -0.535 0.213 -0.560 0.213
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Table 10: Quarterly return coefficients (~` 100). The table presents the
iinplied estimates in the probit specificatiai Eor survival probabilities for the yuar-
terl~~ return coefficients multiplied by 100 for funds with less than J- 12 ret.urns
a~-ailahle ( rr~;~)

pm.`ml 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
y, 1.14 I.15 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.36
ryz 0 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.37 1.44
y3 0 0 1.25 1.26 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.37 1.41 1.43
ry,, 0 0 0 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35 1.38 1.42 1.48
ry5 0 0 0 0 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.35 1.39 1.46
ry6 0 0 0 0 0 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.33 1.39
ry~ 0 0 0 U 0 0 L14 L16 1.18 1.20 1.21 1.30
ryy 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 1.04 1.OG 1.08 1.11 1-17
ry~ 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.91 Q93 0.96 1.00
ry,a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1.75 0.77 0.80
y„ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.54 0.57
y, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.30

Table 11: Dependence time effect and aggregate variables. The table
presents the estimation resnlts for a regression of the estimatecl time da~nmi~s a,
through azq on a number of fund invariant variables. The variable c denores ,i
const ant.

Independent Vasiables Estimate Std. error adjli
c 2.296 0.155
Tl.easury Bill 0.333 0.110 0.26
c 2.677 0.074
SBcP 500 0.017 0.015 0.32
c 2.289 0.154
T7easury Bill 0.308 0.111
SáP 500 0.012 0.010 0.28
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